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ABSTRACT Appropriate monetary liquidity is important for financial institutions. When institutions lack

adequate cash flow for customer redemption, their income will decrease, their reputation will be affected,

and they may even go bankrupt. However, the opposite extreme in which more cash is reserved than needed

may result in lost opportunities to make successful investments. This study uses Yu’e Bao transaction data to

investigate amethod for forecasting financial capital flow. Yu’e Bao, which is a financial product launched by

Alibaba, faces the core challenge of maximizing commercial profits to reduce investment risks. Liquidity risk

is considered the main factor in Yu’e Bao’s investment strategy. First, a linear model called YEB_ARIMA

is proposed by determining the autocorrelation (ACF) and partial autocorrelation (PACF) parameters, which

are optimized by the grid search method. Second, a deep learning model called YEB_LSTM is introduced to

strengthen the expressiveness of the model that yields nonlinear transaction features. Then, a hybrid learning

method called YEB_Hybrid is applied to improve the original weak classifiers. This model includes both a

linear combination and logistic regression learning. Third, a set of experiments and analyses are conducted

based on subscription and redemption datasets to demonstrate that the hybrid model achieves an accuracy

of 84.39% and 84.36%, respectively, under a variety of evaluation indexes. Finally, various proposed fund

reserve ratios are provided based on capital forecasts.

INDEX TERMS Liquidity risk, ARIMA, LSTM, time series, capital flow prediction, big data financial

analysis.

I. INTRODUCTION

Financial markets have changed dramatically due to the

development of the Internet, new financial products, mobile

financial capabilities [1], and risk control systems [2]. These

changes have introduced enormous volatility and uncertainty

to the financial world, although they also indicate that the

time for a sea change in the status of finance is imminent [3].

In June 2013, a sudden ‘‘money shortage’’ hit China. The

imbalanced money demand and supply caused the interbank

rates to soar [4]. During this period, the financial product

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and
approving it for publication was Shuiguang Deng.

Yu’e Bao, a joint venture of Alibaba and Tianhong Asset

Management, found an opportunity. Through 2016/6, Yu’e

Bao’s customer base reached 2.95 hundred million users,

which easily outpaced the original market leader. This growth

occurred because Yu’e Bao effectively avoids high thresholds

for participating in finance as well as tedious registration

procedures. Yu’e Bao’s ultralow one-yuan financial threshold

enables people with even small amounts of idle funds, such

as students, to participate in financial markets, thus opening

up an era of national financial management.

Financial forecasting plays an important role in address-

ing uncertainty regarding the future and analyzing variation
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trends. Traditional capital forecasts mainly adopt qualitative

theories whose subjectivity is strong and generalization abil-

ity is weak. The traditional method for performing quanti-

tative predictions [5] uses a relatively simple linear model.

Although the scientific basis of this model has been improved

to a certain extent, its predictive accuracy is poor and theoret-

ical foundations are relatively weak. Modern research meth-

ods basically combine qualitative and quantitative methods.

In July 2017, the state promulgated the policy captured in a

white paper on the development plan for a new generation

of artificial intelligence [6], which provides a powerful tool

for financial liquidity risk prevention and control [7]. Time

series theory analyzes data by adopting statistical methods

and extracts meaningful insights about them. Long short-term

memory (LSTM) networks are better at considering the infor-

mation in long sequences than traditional RNN networks,

although they are both effective tools [8] for making financial

forecasts. Through theoretical analysis and data modeling,

this study predicted the future capital flow of Yu’e Bao with

the goal of reducing the company’s management risk and

maximizing its benefits.

For Yu’e Bao, the sudden growth of users and capital flow

are both a rare opportunity and a large risk. In the face of

huge daily volumes, ensuring future cash flow is crucial.

The biggest risk faced by Yu’e Bao is closely related to its

customers, namely, fund liquidity [9]. Liquidity risks arise

mainly from banks’ inability to copewith liquidity difficulties

caused by falling liabilities or rising assets. When a finan-

cial institution lacks liquidity, it must sell investment prod-

ucts early to increase capital, thus affecting its profitability.

In extreme cases, illiquidity can cause financial institutions

to go bankrupt. Therefore, analyzing users’ behavioral data

when interacting with Yu’e Bao, summarizing their charac-

teristics, and exploring a more reasonable method to forecast

cash flow are of great importance not only to Yu’e Bao’s

operation but also to a wide range of enterprises.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.

Section 2 presents the motivation and methods of building a

capital flow prediction framework and introduces the main

characteristics of Yu’e Bao’s dataset. Section 3 describes

the process of building YEB_ARIMA, including determin-

ing the difference order and the autocorrelation (ACF) and

partial autocorrelation (PACF) orders. Section 4 describes

the construction of YEB_LSTM while considering correla-

tions between time series, including feature selection, net-

work design, etc. Section 5 presents the ensemble methods

that combine YEB_ARIMA and YEB_LSTM to improve

the prediction accuracy and then calculates the reserve ratio.

Section 6 evaluates the models from three aspects: residual

noise, Ljung–Box Q (LBQ), and mean average prediction

error (MAPE). Section 7 describes related works. Finally,

Section 8 presents the conclusions and future work.

II. MOTIVATION

Yu’e Bao is an open-ended money fund that can be traded

at any time. Investors can purchase or redeem Yu’e Bao

FIGURE 1. Importance of cash flow statistics.

products at any time according to their own financial needs.

Figure 1 shows the importance of fund flow statistics for

companies. When users’ redemptions are greater than the

company’s reserve funds, a liquidity risk occurs that will

reduce the company’s performance and negatively impact

investors. In the most serious case, the company may face

a threat of bankruptcy. In contrast, when users’ redemptions

are less than the company’s reserve funds, a liquidity surplus

is generated. This surplus means that the company is not able

to make full use of the money at hand and cannot maximize

benefits, which can be considered a loss to both the company

and its investors.

Big data risk control has become an important application

under the themes of ‘‘artificial intelligence (AI)’’ and ‘‘big

data’’ [10]. Internationally renowned Internet giants, such as

Google, IBM, Alibaba, Baidu and Tencent, have applied AI

to analyze various financial services. Well-known financial

industry names, such as JPMorgan Chase, Goldman Sachs,

and accounting firms, such as PWC and Ernst & Young [11],

have all followed this technological wave, and many have

invested heavily in the AI field.

The complete dataset of Yu’e Bao is commercially pro-

tected. Therefore, the model established in this paper adopts

a smaller dataset published by Yu’e Bao, namely, the

Purchase_Redemption_2010 dataset. This dataset contains

2,800,000 transaction records of 30,000 Yu’e Bao users for

the period from July 2013 to August 2014. To illustrate the

daily trading situation, the daily fund subscription amount

and redemption amount are visualized in Figure 2. It can

be seen and validated that when the purchase amount arises,

the redemption amount goes up as well; thus, they have

a positive correlation. From July 2013 to October 2013,

the transaction amount was small since Yu’e Bao was not

popular when first entering the market. Then, its transac-

tion amount gradually increased and varied greatly, which

might result in very large fluidity risks. Figure 3 shows

the process of modeling Yu’e Bao’s capital flow. Yu’e Bao

’s subscription and redemption funds, annualized interest

rate, and user consumption are used as the input data. The

YEB_ARIMA model was established based on these input
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FIGURE 2. Total subscription and redemption amounts.

FIGURE 3. Yu’e Bao capital flow model process.

data, and the data difference order, ACF coefficient and

PACF coefficient were observed. Finally, the YEB_ARIMA

(p,d,q) was determined and the predicted values of Yu’e

Bao fund purchases and redemptions were obtained. Then,

the YEB_LSTM short-term and long-term memory neural

network model was established based on the input data. To

create this model, the key features useful in modeling had

to be identified and the raw data had to be preprocessed to

ensure that they were suitable for neural network character-

istics. Finally, the entire network structure was designed and

the results of model predictions were obtained.

After acquiring the predicted results of the linear

model YEB_ARIMA and the nonlinear model YEB_LSTM,

the integrated learning stacking method was adopted. In this

approach, the goal is to fuse the two models using certain

strategies to improve the overall prediction effect. Based

on the daily purchase and redemption results predicted by

this fusion model, the size of the daily reserve ratio was

determined, which can help reduce the risks of liquidity

shortfalls and surpluses. This knowledge could help the com-

pany improve its capital flow management, avoid risks, and

maximize benefits.

III. MODEL 1: TEMPORAL RELATIONS USING

YEB_ARIMA

In time series prediction, linear and nonlinear methods have

been studied [12] by many scholars. The linear models

mainly include autoregression (AR), autoregressive moving

average (ARMA), autoregressive integrated moving average

(ARIMA) and other models, while the nonlinear models

mainly include the hidden Markov chain (HMM) and the

artificial neural network (ANN). To choose a suitable model

for the time series, both the characteristics of the time series

and the characteristics of the model should be analyzed

first. Three factors, i.e., the short-term autocorrelation of

sequences, the selection of a linear model and the station-

arity of sequences, have important effects on time series

modeling. Figure 4 shows the process of selecting a linear

model [13], and Figure 5 illustrates the modeling process for

YEB_ARIMA.After the difference operation, the stationarity

of the time series is tested and the difference order d is

determined. Then, based on the sequence, the optimal auto-

correlation coefficient p and the partial correlation coefficient

q [14] are selected.

FIGURE 4. Linear model selection process.

FIGURE 5. YEB_ARIMA modeling process.

A. DETERMINE THE DIFFERENCE ORDER

According to the user sequence scatter plot, the stationar-

ity of the sequences must be analyzed during the investi-

gation sequence when steady properties exist. If there is

a seasonal trend, the seasonality should first be eliminated

by applying a sliding window averaging operation; then,

the sequence should be judged for stability by the asymp-

totically distribution-free (ADF) test. If the time series is
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TABLE 1. ADF checklist of Yu’e bao data.

FIGURE 6. First-order difference.

a nonstationary state, then differential and other operations

must be performed on the original sequence until the state as

tested by ADF is stable.

The stability of the time series is investigated according

to the ADF test values [15] presented in Table 1. The main

analysis process is as follows:

1. If the test statistic is less than the critical value, the

sequence may be stable. The 1%, 5% and 10% designa-

tions after the critical value represent the significance

levels of the tests. A smaller critical value indicates a

more stable sequence.

2. The closer the p-value is to 0, the better its ability to

verify that the sequence is stable.

The ADF test table of all the subscription data reveals that

the test statistic of the original data is−1.59 while the critical

value of the 10% significance test is −2.57. Thus, the size

of the test statistic is larger than the critical value (10%);

therefore, the sequence is not stationary. In addition, the

p-value is 0.488, which is far from 0; consequently, the orig-

inal redemption data sequence is not stable. To improve

the stability of the sequence, a differential operation was

applied to the original time sequence. After the first-order

difference operation for the subscription sequence, the test

statistic was −7.947 and the critical value was −3.446 when

the significance level was 1%. This test value is less than

1%; therefore, the sequence is stable. In addition, the size

of the p-value is 3.198e-12, which is very close to 0. There-

fore, all the redemption data after the first-order difference

operation are considered to be stable. By comparing the ADF

values after the first-order difference for the redemption data,

FIGURE 7. ACF of first-order difference data.

we found that the first-order difference operation is also a

stable sequence. Thus, the first-order difference operation is

selected for the subscription data and redemption data.

B. DETERMINE THE ACF AND PACF

When the processed time series data are stationary, a linear

time series model can be constructed. ACF and PACF dia-

grams of the sequence are drawn to observe the autocorrela-

tion and partial autocorrelation coefficient of the sequence.

The ACF [16] reflects the value of a time series at time τ and

the degree of linear dependence between time series at time

τ +h. The PACFmeasures the amount of correlation between

a variable and the lag of itself, which ignores the correlations

at all lower-order lags. The AR(p) model is established when

the ACF diagram observed in the sequence shows a trailing

phenomenon, while the PACF diagram shows a truncated

phenomenon. In contrast, the MA(q) model is established

when the ACF diagram is truncated and the PACF coefficient

exhibits a tail. When both the ACF and PACF diagrams show

a trailing phenomenon, it should be considered whether the

time series has been transformed into a stationary sequence

after the differential operation. If it is stabilized by the dif-

ference, an ARIMA(p,d,q) model is established; otherwise,

an ARMA(p,q) model is established [13].

Figures 7 and 8 show that the order of the model can be

roughly obtained. First, the autocorrelation coefficient of the

first-order difference data was observed. Strong autocorre-

lations exist between the subscription data and redemption

data every 7 days. By observing the partial autocorrelation

coefficient of the first-order difference data, it can be found
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FIGURE 8. PACF of first-order difference data.

that the partial autocorrelation coefficient of subscription

and redemption has a tail truncation trend after the 12th

order. However, in the actual modeling process, the observed

order is often not able to achieve the optimal modeling

effect; then, the optimal model parameters must be found via

optimization.

According to the YEB_ARIMAmodeling process, the grid

search method [17] can be used to optimize the parameters

of the subscription and redemption data to obtain the optimal

model parameters. In this study, the orders of the subscrip-

tion and redemption data were determined using the grid

search method. The final subscription model parameters were

YEB_ARIMA(8,1,7), and the redemption model parameters

were YEB_ARIMA(1,1,8).

C. YEB_ARIMA PREDICTION RESULT

After determining how to select the model and the model

order, experiments were conducted using the Yu’e Bao

dataset. The experiment environment for this study is a

Lenovo (Beijing) laptop computer running Windows 10 with

8 GB of memory and an Intel Core i5-6200U CPU

@2.3 GHZ. The software environment included the Pycharm

editor and Python 3.5, which were installed by Anaconda.

YEB_ARIMA uses the first 2/3 of the data as the training

set and the last 1/3 data as the testing set. Figure 9 shows the

results of the subscription model YEB_ARIMA(8,1,7) and

the redemptionmodel YEB_ARIMA(1,1,8). The blue portion

represents the original data, the green portion represents the

predicted data for the training set, and the orange portion

represents the test data predictions. Note that the predicted

values start several days later compared with the original

data because modeling through YEB_ARIMA uses the data

from the previous cycle as the basis for predicting the funds

required for the next day.

MAPE =
∑n

i=1
|
observedi − predictedi

observedi
| ×

100

n
(1)

MAPE is used to assess the regression error [18] between

the proposed model result and the ground truth. The mean

squared error (MSE) and root mean square error (RMSE)

are additional regression evaluation indexes; however, they

are more easily influenced by abnormal values than MAPE.

YEB_ARIMA focuses on the timing characteristics of the

Yu’e Bao data, including their stationarity, autocorrelation

and partial autocorrelation, to model the future capital flow,

FIGURE 9. YEB_ARIMA modeling result.

and it achieved an accuracy of 82.62% on the subscription

data and an accuracy of 80.99% on the redemption data.

IV. MODEL 2: NETWORK FEATURE-BASED YEB_LSTM

To establish the neural network, in addition to considering

the correlations between time series, more attention should

be paid to the network structure design. For example, how

to perform data cleaning to meet the network requirements

and how to choose the most appropriate features for the

network modeling are both vital tasks. In this study, the time

series predictions of Yu’e Bao subscription and redemption

data must estimate the users’ future purchase and redemption

amounts at time τ + T from the capital flow at time τ .

FIGURE 10. YEB_LSTM modeling process.

Figure 10 illustrates the complete modeling process for the

YEB_LSTMmodel. The dataset is first split into a training set

and a test set to validate the model effect. Second, a prepro-

cessing step is performed, including data cleansing and data

standardization. Then, the feature engineering process, which

includes feature selection and dataset reconstruction, is con-

ducted to meet the network input demands. Then, the input

layer, memory block and dense layer of the YEB_LSTM

network are designed. Finally, model evaluation and opti-

mization are performed. These last three steps are briefly

introduced below.

A. CRUCIAL FEATURE SELECTION

Before designing the network structure, the crucial features

should be selected.We assume that the cycle of Yu’e Bao is T .
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Note that when predicting the subscription and redemption

amount of Yu’e Bao at time τ , it is necessary to use the

abovementioned feature of Yu’e Bao at time τ -T.

First, the interbank interest rate is chosen. When a bank is

short of capital, the interbank lending rate will increase. Con-

sequently, the agreed deposit rate of Yu’e Bao will increase

and the annualized interest rate return to users will also

increase.

Second, the annualized interest is selected. The annual-

ized interest rate of Yu’e Bao shows that when the annual-

ized interest rate is relatively high (e.g., around January and

February 2014), a large number of fund applications occur.

Similarly, when the annualized interest rate is low, a large

number of redemptions occur.

Third, investor consumption is also vital. User consump-

tion over several special holidays is enormous, such as the

‘‘double 11’’ day promoted by e-commerce. On Novem-

ber 11, a total of 16.79 million redemptions were made from

Yu’e Bao: the amount reached 6.125 billion yuan, which rep-

resents the largest single-day redemption record in the fund’s

history [19]. Consumption situations have a great influence

on redemption quantity.

Fourth, fund transfer is used. The subscription volume of

Yu’e Bao is relatively high at the beginning of the month

because shortly after the launch of Yu’e Bao, most banks put a

month limit on the amount of money that can be transferred to

Yu’e Bao. Therefore, when the monthly quota of users occurs

at the beginning of each month, there will be a large number

of applications.

Fifth, subscription and redemption data are needed. The

analysis in the YEB_ARIMA model includes subscription

and redemption data autocorrelations and partial autocorre-

lations. Furthermore, the Yu’e Bao data are periodic.

B. NETWORK STRUCTURE DESIGN

1) YEB_LSTM STRUCTURE

Several network structures have been applied to analyze

financial time series; however, they have some defects. In tra-

ditional dense neural networks [20], the output of the pre-

ceding neuron layer and the input of the subsequent neuron

layer are usually fully connected; however, there is no corre-

lation between the inner neuron nodes in each layer of the

network, which ignores any mutual influences of the data.

In addition, a recurrent neural network [21] is used for the

series analysis, and it faces the vanishing gradient problem.

The LSTM [22], which uses three types of gated memory

units, effectively avoids the vanishing gradient problem that

can occur during backpropagation. Moreover, a LSTM can

remember the inherent trends in the series data; thus, it is

suitable for financial data analysis. LSTM adds a series of

mechanisms to the traditional circular neural network. These

specific methods are as follows.

A forgetting mechanism was added first. For example, the

subscription amount of Yu’e Bao at time τ may be related

to its value at time τ -T but not related to the amount at the

previous time. Here, T is selected to be 7. Therefore, when

training the network model, we hope to eliminate the effect at

time τ -8, τ -9 and so on. By adding this forgettingmechanism,

the LSTM learns what information can be forgotten when

new data enter the network. This mechanism also serves

to preserve the most effective historical information. When

the LSTM model obtains a new subscription or redemption

value, the model needs to know which unused long-term

information [23] should be forgotten and then store the useful

information in its long-term memory. The model maintains

the long-term memory in a separate working route. When the

model is trained, it knows which part of the information can

be used directly; that is, it knows the key information stored

in long-term memory.

The architecture of the YEB_LSTMmodel designed in this

paper is shown in Figure 11. The specific structure of this

network is as follows: 1) Five sets of features are input, and

each feature set may contain one or more specific features for

a total of 12 input nodes; and 2) the first layer is the LSTM

layer, which contains 10 hidden nodes. The YEB_LSTM has

a timestep of 7 in this paper since the dataset is constructed to

use the past 7 days’ information to predict the current day’s

amount. At every timestep, the YEB_LSTM has an output.

However, only the last output of the YEB_LSTM is chosen

to be the input of the next dense layer. The second layer is the

dense layer, which contains 8 nodes; 3) The last layer is the

output layer, which yields the forecast amount for Yu’e Bao

subscriptions or redemptions.

FIGURE 11. Structure of YEB_LSTM.

2) YEB_LSTM DETAILS

a: SUPERPARAMETER SELECTION

In theYEB_LSTMnetwork described in this paper, the super-

parameters are set as follows: an epoch equals 100, which

means the number of learning iterations during the training

process is 100. The learning rate is 0.05, which is the step

size when solving the gradient descent. The small batch

size equals 1, which means that the training of small batch

gradient descent is conducted each time a data item is input.

b: LOSS FUNCTION

To measure the phenomenon of excessive or insufficient fit-

ting to the data, the role of the loss function [24] is to measure
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the gap between the predicted value and the real value. In this

experiment, the mean squared error (MSE) loss is used during

training.

c: OPTIMIZATION METHOD

To reduce the error measured by the loss function, an opti-

mization method [25] should be adopted to improve the orig-

inal model parameters. The optimization method adopted in

this study is the Adam optimization method.

d: ACTIVATION FUNCTION

When using a deep learning method to train the model,

an activation function is often added to increase the nonlinear

expression ability of neural networks. In this paper, sigmoid

activation functions are used:

sigmoid(z) =
1

1 + e−z
(2)

C. YEB_LSTM PREDICTION RESULT

YEB_LSTM uses the first 2/3 of the data as the training set

and the last 1/3 of the data as the testing set. The experimental

environment and the error metricMAPE are the same as those

used for the YEB_ARIMA model experiments. Figure 12

shows the results of the YEB_LSTM model. The model

achieved accuracy rates of 79.41% and 81.25% on the Yu’e

Bao subscription and redemption datasets, respectively.

FIGURE 12. YEB_LSTM modeling results.

V. ENSEMBLE MODEL YEB_HYBRID AND

RESERVE RATIO

Single models are fast and relatively easy to build; how-

ever, their accuracy is usually lower than that of ensem-

ble models [26]. One effective method of improving model

accuracy is to train multiple independent models and then

combine them using various strategies. This approach is

called ensemble learning [27]. As shown in Figure 13,

the YEB_Hybrid model uses the ensemble learning method

by combining different classifiers to improve the system’s

predictive power, which often achieves significantly bet-

ter generalization performance than single learners. In this

paper, the YEB_ARIMA model for sequential relationships

is a linear model with relatively complex modeling steps,

although its prediction process is relatively fast, while the

network-oriented YEB_LSTM is a nonlinear model that

requires a relatively long training process but achieves

good results. Thus, it is desirable to combine the linear

FIGURE 13. YEB_Hybrid model process.

FIGURE 14. Linear fusion trend chart.

YEB_ARIMA model and the nonlinear YEB_LSTM model

because it can help to observe data from different perspec-

tives. After understanding the principle of integrated learning,

the original results of the classification experiments must

be processed to obtain the results of the integrated learning

model. As Figure 14 shows, the prediction error could be

optimized via linear combination.

A. ENSEMBLE METHOD

Table 2 summarizes the results of modeling with the linear

combination method. As the table shows, the model error

effect after using the linear combination method is better

than that of the independent model. This finding shows that

it is feasible to optimize the model through an integrated

learning approach. Table 3 shows that the prediction accu-

racy of the YEB_ARIMA and YEB_LSTM models is rel-

atively high and the error is held to approximately 20%.

By using the linear combination method, the prediction effect

is improved to some extent after assigning different weights

to the basic models. Using the regression learning method

in the integrated learning approach is even more effective,

and it reduces the error rate of subscription to 15.61% and

the error rate of redemption to 15.64%. Therefore, for the

YEB_Hybrid model, the result of the logical regression com-

bination is taken as the final result.

B. FUND RESERVE RATIO

In Yu’e Bao’s fund operation, the size of the fund reservation

ratio is easier to understand. In this section, we calculate the

required daily fund reserve proportion based on the predicted

fund subscription and redemption flows. The fund reserve

ratio [28] is calculated as follows:

ξ = 1 − φ − ϕ −
Sτ + Pτ (Purτ − Reτ )

Fτ

(3)
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TABLE 2. Linear combination modeling errors.

TABLE 3. Prediction errors of different models.

where all the parameters in the equation are included in the

learning process at moment τ ; Fτ represents the total amount

of funds in Yu’e Bao; Sτ denotes the total number of shares

sold; ξ is the calculated fund reserve ratio; φ represents com-

pany overhead, including the fund custody fee, staff service

fee, etc.; ϕ is the proportion of a company’s investments in

stocks and other financial products; Pτ represents the unit

price of Yu’e Bao at the current moment; and Purτ and Reτ
are the investor subscription and redemption ratios, respec-

tively.

Due to the limited financial data released by Yu’e Bao,

up to the first quarter of 2015, Yu’e Bao had 7.12 × 1011

yuan of funds. To calculate the funds for a certain day, the

total can be assumed to be the daily average for the quarter.

For example, these data would be adopted as the average

daily fund amount of Yu’e Bao for August 2014. Yu’e Bao

charges a 0.08% hosting fee, themanagement fee for the com-

pany’s personnel is 0.3%, and the after-sales service and other

expenses are 0.25%, for a total of 0.63%. Approximately

85 percent of the fund is invested in securities. We substitute

these data into the original formula and obtain the following:

ξ =1−0.63%−0.85−
Pτ (Reτ −Purτ )−4.8×1010÷90

7.12×1011÷90
(4)

According to the above formula, for Yu’e Bao from

July 27, 2014 to July 31, 2014, it is necessary to first

calculate the subscription and redemption fund amounts

derived from the YEB_Hybrid model. Table 4 lists the pre-

diction results, where Subs_amt is the predicted subscrip-

tion amount and Redempt_amt is the predicted redemption

amount. Then, the predicted subscription and redemption

amounts are used to calculate the capital reserve ratio pre-

dicted portion (Pred_por). The actual portion (Actual_por)

TABLE 4. Yu’e Bao fund reserve ratio forecast.

FIGURE 15. Model evaluation process.

is calculated using the actual data, and Error represents the

prediction deviation.

VI. MODEL EVALUATION

In addition to minimizing the deviation between the predicted

value and the real value, a good model should also make full

use of the information in the input data. The model evaluation

method adopted in this paper is mainly divided into three

parts: the residual noise characteristic test, the LBQ test and

error index calculation. All three models are checked using

these methods; and we take the YEB_Hybrid model as an

example.

A. RESIDUAL NOISE CHARACTERISTIC TEST

In themodel evaluation, the residual between the ideal model-

ing result and the real data [29] should consist of white noise,

which means that no correlations occur between variables,

the mean value is 0, and the residual satisfies a Gaussian

distribution.

The residual error between the predicted results of the

YEB_Hybrid model and the real data can be intuitively seen

from Figure 16, where the sequence is random and changes

FIGURE 16. YEB_Hybrid residual.
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TABLE 5. YEB_Hybrid residual ADF test.

FIGURE 17. YEB_Hybrid residual histograms.

FIGURE 18. YEB_Hybrid residual ACF test.

irregularly around the 0 mean. To objectively evaluate the

YEB_Hybrid modeling results, the ADF test is conducted on

its residual to observe whether the sequence is stable.

As shown in the noise histogram in Figure 17, the peak

of the residual data is located near the 0 position and the

left and right sides are roughly symmetrical, which confirms

the requirement that Gaussian white noise [30] should have a

normal distribution. In Figure 18, the autocorrelation diagram

shows that the correlation test values are all within 5%,

indicating that no significant correlation exists in the resid-

ual sequence. This result conforms to the requirement that

Gaussian white noise should have no autocorrelation.

B. LBQ TEST

The LBQ test is mainly used to investigate whether a lag

correlation exists between data. When the significance value

is smaller than 0.1, the model is not suitable. Otherwise, a

significance value closer to 1 [31] indicates a better-fitting

model. Table 6 shows that the LBQ test values of the

YEB_Hybrid model is all larger than 0.1. This result means

that YEB_Hybrid makes full use of the effective information

in the data and that no autocorrelation exists between the

residuals. This result also conforms to the definition that no

autocorrelation should exist in Gaussian white noise.

TABLE 6. YEB_Hybrid residual LBQ test.

TABLE 7. Predicted results of the reference.

C. MAPE ERROR CALCULATION

The subject of this research stems from the Yu’e Bao fund

flow prediction competition held by the Tianchi big data

platform on 2015/8/7. Table 7 shows the optimal forecast

results given by the [32], which divide users into active

and inactive groups that have errors of 33.49% and 18.30%,

respectively.

In this paper, the subscription prediction error was 15.61%.

On the redemption dataset, the predicted error was 15.64%,

which is far lower than the reference result. This comparison

with the reference experiments shows that the modeling in

this paper greatly improves the accuracy of prediction and

achieves a good effect. Consequently, the ensemble model

YEB_Hybrid achieves 84.39% and 84.36% accuracy for the

subscription and redemption processes, respectively, and per-

forms well under multiple evaluation indexes.

VII. RELATED WORKS

Many scholars have performed relevant work on the risk

factors and risk control of the fund market. IEEE CIFEr [33]

reports that many large banks and financial companies have

made massive investments to improve risk assessment and

control by using mathematics, computer technology and

financial engineering knowledge, such as machine learning

methods. Agarwal et al. [34] found that funding liquidity and

leverage ratio are themain determinants of hedge fund perfor-

mance, and a tail risk measure was developed. Yongxin [35]

noted in the research that as the number and types of fund

companies become increasingly large, they are more likely to

face redemption risks in a competitive environment. Future

fund returns affect user behavior; therefore, it is extremely

important to make advance fund predictions to prevent liquid-

ity risks. Sun et al. [36] introduced a portfolio optimization

method that used gradient descent to maximize the cash flow

when pension fund terms expire. Zhang et al. [37] used

dynamic programming to formulate a task to minimize insur-

ance risk and maximize profit into a stochastic differential

game. Yan and Ouyang [38] combined a LSTM deep learning

model with and wavelet analysis to capture the complex
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features of financial time series and verify the effectiveness

of LSTM in making time series predictions. Yang et al. [39]

used a deep learning method to perform automatic feature

engineering and predict whether traders will secure prof-

its. Liu et al. [40] adopted a deep learning network called

ResNet50 to process financial data, and the bagging method

is also used to perform the classification. Ahmed et al. [41]

utilized machine learning methods, such as clustering and

nearest neighbors, to detect anomalies in financial data. These

studies indicate that combining machine learning, deep learn-

ing, statistical methods, financial knowledge and computer

science to analyze financial data is common.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

To meet the massive transaction demands of Yu’e Bao

users, this paper proposed using both a linear model

(YEB_ARIMA) and a nonlinear model (YEB_LSTM) to

predict the future cash flow. Then, a YEB_Hybrid model

integrating YEB_ARIMA and YEB_LSTM was constructed

to enhance the prediction effect and calculate the fund reserve

ratio. The model accuracies were quantitatively evaluated on

a real dataset from Yu’e Bao from different perspectives,

including a residual noise characteristics test, an LBQ test,

and error calculation indexes. By making capital flow predic-

tions, our method can effectively prevent liquidity risk and

liquidity surplus to maximize business profits.

By utilizing this forecast model, fund managers could

adjust their investment strategy in time to maximize benefit,

which means that fund managers could reserve sufficient

money when the money demand is large to avoid liquidity

risks. A fund manager could also make more investments

when the predicted money requirement decreases. Both of

these circumstances could help fundmanagers avoid risks and

make more income.

In the future, financial capital flow prediction should be

applied by using the latest and newest dataset to train our

model and verify its effectiveness. To better investigate how

to dynamically monitor risk, the design and implementation

of the YEB_LSTM network should also be optimized to

improve its predictive capability [42]. Additionally, this ana-

lytical framework not only suits the Yu’e Bao product but also

can be applied to other popular investment products in time

series form. The capital flow framework could also be applied

to mobile applications [43] for a better user experience [44].
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